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One of the most difficult problems in Artificial Intelligence (AI) is to construct a natural language processing system which can interact with users through a natural language dialogue. The problem is difficult because there are so many ways by which a user can phrase his/her utterances to such a system. An added problem is that different types of users have different types of intentions and will conduct different exchanges with the system. While many have proposed theories and models of the processing of intentions in dialogue, few of these have been incorporated within working systems and tested empirically. Here, an experiment is conducted to test what we call the Intention-Computer Hypothesis: that the analysis of intention in natural-language dialogue facilitates effective natural-language dialogue between different types of people and a computer. The experiment provides evidence to support the hypothesis. In turn, the hypothesis provides evidence for a theory of intention analysis for natural-language dialogue processing. A central principle of the theory is that coherence of natural-language dialogue can be modelled by analysing sequences of intention. A computational model, called Operating System CONsultant (OSCON), implemented in Quintus Prolog, makes use of the theory and hypothesis to understand, and answer in English, English questions about computer operating system.
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1. Introduction

One of the most difficult problems within the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) is that of processing language by computer, or natural-language processing (see Allen, 1987;
Partridge, 1991; Mc Kevitt, Partridge & Wilks, 1992). Much work on natural-language processing has concentrated on modelling the structure, meaning and usage of individual utterances. However, it is not often that natural-language utterances occur on their own, independent of some context or other. Hence, one problem is to build theories and models of how individual utterances cling together into a coherent discourse. It can be argued that to understand a discourse properly, a computer should have some sense of what it means for a discourse to be coherent. Current theories and models of natural-language processing argue that the coherence of a discourse can be measured in terms of three main themes: meaning, structure, and intention. Many of the approaches stress one theme over all the others.

Our aim here is to test what we call the Intention-Computer Hypothesis: that the analysis of intention in natural-language dialogue facilitates effective natural-language dialogue between different types of people and a computer. While many have proposed theories and models of the processing of intentions in dialogue, few of these have been incorporated within working systems and tested empirically. We have conducted empirical evidence in experiments for the computer operating systems domain (see Mc Kevitt & Ogden, 1989; Mc Kevitt, 1991b) shows that there is a correlation between level of user expertise and frequency of intention types used. Our focus of attention will be on natural-language dialogue, or the form of natural language that exists between communicating agents, whether they be people or computers. The focus will be on written dialogues rather than spoken ones, and other forms of natural-language discourse such as texts are not considered.

To test the Intention-Computer Hypothesis, an experiment was conducted in the domain of natural-language consultancy for computer operating systems where we chose the UNIX® operating system. A sample dialogue is selected and processed by a computer program called Operating System CONsultant (OSCON) which understands, and answers in English, English questions about computer operating systems. We claim that the sample dialogue is representative of a typical natural-language dialogue. The experiment consisted of an empirical comparison on intention sequence analysis over the sample dialogue.

Our motivation for testing the Intention-Computer Hypothesis is that we have provided a theory of intention analysis in Mc Kevitt (1991b). The theory argues that natural-language dialogue can be modelled, in part, by the analysis of intentions. The Intention-Computer Hypothesis exists as part of the theory which has been incorporated within OSCON. Let us now move on the discuss briefly some existing theories of natural-language discourse processing.

2. Background

There has been much research conducted on developing theories, and designing computational models for understanding natural-language discourse. Much of the work has

†The term utterance will be used to refer to any unit of natural language, whether it be a word, phrase, sentence or exclamation. An utterance may be well-formed or ill-formed. Reference will usually be made to written rather than spoken utterances unless indicated otherwise.
‡UNIX is a trademark of X/Open, Inc.
been on developing models for text and speech processing. Some work has concentrated more specifically on processing natural-language dialogue. Theories concentrate on the themes of semantics, structure and intention. Many of the approaches have common themes, while there are differing points of view between them. The one common theme of all the models is that of coherence of discourse. The motivation for a concentration on discourse coherence is the fact that rational speakers usually use coherent discourse.

Semantic theories argue that the coherence of a discourse is a feature of its meaning and that if you model the meaning the coherence falls out of that. For example, there are theories regarding the coherence of semantics in discourse such as those proposed by Fass (1988), Schank (1972, 1973, 1975), Schank and Abelson (1977), and Wilks (1973, 1975a–c). These approaches concentrate on recognizing and representing the meaning of a discourse. This is completed by representing the semantics of individual utterances in the discourse and linking these representations together. The semantics-based approach attempts to infer relationships between utterances, a process called inferencing, so that implicit links between utterances can be discovered. Such inferencing attempts to maximize the coherence of the discourse. Semantics-based approaches argue that by modelling the semantics of a discourse, other information will fall out of that.

Structure-based theories argue that a discourse can be modelled in terms of structural units which can be recognized and marked out in the discourse. Examples of such theories are proposed in Alshawi (1987), Dale (1992), Grosz (1983), Grosz and Sidner (1986), Grosz, Joshi and Weinstein (1995), Gebbro (1979, 1983, 1985), Reichman (1985), Sidner (1983, 1985) and Webber (1978). Many of the theories model discourse coherence by defining explicit spaces which represent implicit spaces in the discourse. Much of the work involves recognizing and representing these spaces and the relationships between them. A number of different names are given to spaces which represent discourse structure. Grosz and Sidner use the term *focus space* (as does Alshawi) while Reichman uses the term *context factor*. All the approaches argue that discourse structure can be recognized by syntactic markers called *conversational cues* or *clue-words*. Although many of the structure-based approaches mention other elements of the discourse such as semantics and intention they consider them secondary to structure. For example, Reichman considers intention as being sub-ordinate to topic.


The coherence of a discourse is determined by the coherence of the intentions of the participants. Much of the work here involves recognizing and representing the plans and goals of the speaker and the relationships between them. Again, there are a number of
names for structures representing intention. The approaches argue that people’s intentions underlie their use of language, and that by modelling these intentions one can model language. It is not argued that intentions in people’s brains can be seen but that people’s intentions can be recognized and inferred from the utterances they use.

An area where intention-based models of discourse have been applied is that of integration of natural language and vision processing (see McKevitt 1995/1996) and intelligent multimedia interfaces (see Maybury, 1993; Maybury & Wahlster, 1998). A number of natural language systems for the description of image sequences have been developed (see Neumann & Novak, 1986; Herzog & Retz-Schmidt, 1990). These systems can verbalize the behaviour of human agents in image sequences about football and describe the spatio-temporal properties of the behaviour observed. Retz-Schmidt (1991) and Retz-Schmidt and Tetzlaff (1991) describe an approach which yields plan hypotheses about intentional entities from spatio-temporal information about agents. The results can be verbalized in natural language.

Maybury (1993) considers the use of communicative acts for generating multimedia explanations to compose route plans for a cartographic information system. Three types of communicative act are described: linguistic (e.g. illocutionary and locutionary), visual (e.g. deictic) and media-independent/rhetorical (e.g. identify, describe). Wahlster, André, Finkler, Profitlich and Rist (1991) and André and Rist (1996) discuss how communicative act sequences can be used for the generation of multimodal documents. They describe the WIP system which can provide information on assembling, using and maintaining physical devices like an expresso machine or a lawnmower. In the latter multimedia systems, natural-language processing is used more for annotation through text generation whereas we are interested in analysis.

While the approaches above stress meaning, structure or intention more or less in their view of discourse, many attempt to provide an integrated account. Examples are where Grosz and Sidner (1986) model attention, intentions and the structure of discourse, Grosz and Kraus (1996) model collaboration for complex group action and Sidner (1994) provides a language for collaborative negotiation. Rhetorical structure theory (RST) (see Mann & Thompson, 1987) is a major general approach to discourse analysis/synthesis focussing more on texts than dialogue. Pustejovsky (1987) also claims to provide an integrated theory and computational model of discourse processing, which models semantics, structure and intention. This general approach would seem to be the best solution for modelling discourse. While many of the approaches discussed above propose theories and models for processing discourse, few of these have been incorporated within working systems and tested empirically which is what we focus on here.

3. Intention sequences and satisfaction

A theory of intention sequencing is given in McKevitt (1991b), where we proposed a set of basic intentions which a speaker would be expected to use in the domain of natural-language consultancy (see Table 1). We have conducted Wizard-Of-Oz experiments (see McKevitt & Ogden, 1989; McKevitt, 1991b) where there were the only nine intention types derived from empirical data of natural-language dialogues on operating systems. It is difficult to compare this set of intentions to the set of rhetorical relations in RST (see Mann & Thompson, 1987) which is intended primarily for general written texts.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intention</th>
<th>General definition</th>
<th>UNIX domain definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information</td>
<td>An intention requesting a PLAN(^a) to achieve a specific GOAL(^b) where the</td>
<td>An intention requesting a UNIX command to achieve a UNIX operation where the operation is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GOAL is described. E.g. How do I cook this dish?</td>
<td>described. E.g. How do I print a file?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>An intention requesting a description of an object or concept. E.g. “What is Persia?”</td>
<td>An intention requesting the description of UNIX concepts, objects, or commands. E.g. “what is UNIX?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruction</td>
<td>An intention acting as an instruction to achieve a GOAL rather than the PLAN</td>
<td>An intention requesting the execution of a UNIX command. E.g. “has oscon been printed?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>to achieve that GOAL. E.g. “Can you find out how many foreign nationals now live in</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kuwait?”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaboration</td>
<td>An intention requesting more information on a PLAN or GOAL. E.g. “Could you tell me</td>
<td>An intention requesting more information on UNIX commands, or UNIX itself. E.g. “how do i use more?” following “how do i see my file?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>more about Iraq?” following “Where is Iraq?”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmation</td>
<td>An intention requesting confirmation of a belief or some PLAN believed to execute</td>
<td>An intention requesting confirmation of a belief about the function of commands in UNIX, or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>some GOAL. E.g. “Will sanctions stop Saddam Hussain?”</td>
<td>the function of UNIX itself. E.g. “can i remove a directory with files in it?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explanation</td>
<td>An intention requesting explanation or clarification of an item which occurred</td>
<td>An intention requesting explanation of a response from the UNIX shell. E.g. “What does cp -r mean?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>during the execution of a PLAN for a GOAL. E.g. “Could you tell me what you mean by</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UN resolution 611?”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance</td>
<td>An intention requesting a PLAN for a GOAL where there is no explicit GOAL expressed.</td>
<td>An intention requesting help with UNIX operations, or UNIX, where there is no operation described. E.g. “I don’t understand what i’m supposed to do.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E.g. “What do I do next?”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetition</td>
<td>An intention which is a repeated request. E.g. “How many people live in the Gulf?”</td>
<td>An intention repeating another intention. E.g. “How do I print a file” followed by “How do I get a print out of my file?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nointention</td>
<td>An intention which is not immediately relevant to the domain or not understood by</td>
<td>An intention not understood by the system. E.g. How do I eat a file?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the hearer as being relevant to the domain. E.g. Where does Strider live? in the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>domain of Economics.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) A PLAN is defined as a set of actions to achieve some GOAL.

\(^b\) A GOAL is defined as an operation a speaker wishes to achieve.
Similarly, Hobbs’ (1985) set of coherence relations apply more to written texts than task-specific dialogues. However, elaboration occurs in both RST and in Hobbs’ set. Grosz and Sidner’s (1986) Discourse Segment Purposes (DSPs) are meant for larger chunks of discourse where a segment of text contributes some general intention.

Our Wizard-Of-Oz empirical data showed that expert subjects have mainly information and description intentions, whereas less expert subjects have much more of the other intentions such as elaboration, explanation and repetition. We proposed that the set of intentions could be ordered into two groups based on the amount of satisfaction they represent (see Figure 1). No intentions are not placed in the ordering because as they are not relevant to the domain they are not an obvious measure of the level of speaker satisfaction.

Based on this grouping of intentions, and the fact that some sequences indicate less satisfaction than others, we proposed a weighted formula for the measure of satisfaction as follows (where \([X \rightarrow Y]\) represents the frequency of intention pairs from intention \(X\) to intention \(Y\)):

\[
3([I \rightarrow I]) + [I \rightarrow De] + [I \rightarrow El] + [I \rightarrow Ex] + [I \rightarrow Re] \\
+ [De \rightarrow I] + [El \rightarrow I] + [Ex \rightarrow I] + [Re \rightarrow I] \\
+ 3([De \rightarrow De]) + [De \rightarrow El] + [De \rightarrow Ex] + [De \rightarrow Re] \\
+ [El \rightarrow De] + [Ex \rightarrow De] + [Re \rightarrow De]
\]

Relative dissatisfaction can be calculated by summing dissatisfaction intention pairs. The formula for a measure of dissatisfaction is

\[
3([El \rightarrow El] + [Ex \rightarrow Ex] + [Re \rightarrow Re]) \\
+ 2([Ex \rightarrow El] + [Re \rightarrow El] + [Re \rightarrow Ex] \\
+ [El \rightarrow Ex] + [El \rightarrow Re] + [Ex \rightarrow Re])
\]

![Figure 1. Satisfaction ordering of intention.](image-url)
The theory of intentions analysis and measure of user satisfaction have been integrated into OSCON which we shall now briefly describe.

4. The Operating System CONsultant (OSCON)

The OSCON (Operating System CONsultant) program is a natural-language dialogue interface which answers English queries about computer operating systems (see Mc Kevitt & Wilks, 1987; Mc Kevitt, 1988, 1991). OSCON enables a user to enter written English queries and then answers them in English. The program is written in Quintus Prolog and runs on a Sun Sparcstation computer in real time. It can answer queries for over 30 commands from each of the UNIX and MS-DOS† operating systems. OSCON handles four basic query types which are specializations of five types of intention. OSCON can also answer queries about options on UNIX commands and complex queries about command compositions. The system is intended to be used by varying types of users with different levels of expertise. Examples of sample input and output for OSCON are shown in Appendix A.

The main differences with the Unix with the Unix Consultant (UC) (see Wilensky et al., 1984, 1988; Chin, 1988) are (1) that OSCON is an Operating System consultant representing data on both UNIX and MS-DOS, (2) that OSCON is a specialized system with detailed representations for Operating System concept whereas UC, with its general knowledge representation scheme, has to perform more elaborate procedures to resolve queries and (3) OSCON can handle a larger range of query and intention types.

The architecture of the OSCON system consists of six basic modules and two extension modules. There are at least two arguments for modularizing any system: (1) it is much easier to update the system at any point and (2) it is easier to map the system over to another domain. The six basic modules in OSCON are as follows: (1) ParseCon: natural-language syntactic grammar parser which detects query-type,‡ (2) MeanCon: a natural-language semantic grammar (see Brown, Burton & Bell, 1975; Burton, 1976) which determines query meaning, (3) KnowCon: a knowledge representation, containing information on natural-language verbs, for understanding, (4) DataCon: a knowledge representation for containing information about operating system commands, (5) Solve-Con: a solver for resolving query representations against knowledge base representations and (6) GenCon: a natural-language generator for generating answers in English. These six modules are satisfactory if user queries are treated independently or in a context-free manner. However, the following two extension modules are necessary for dialogue-modelling and user-modelling: (1) DialCon: a dialogue modelling component which uses an intention matrix to track intention sequences in a dialogue and (2) UCon: a user-modeller which computes levels of user-satisfaction from the intention matrix and provides information for both context and user-sensitive natural-language generation. A diagram of OSCON’s architecture is shown in Figure 2.

ParseCon consists of a set of Prolog predicates which read natural-language input and determine the type of query being asked (a specialization of intention type) by the user.

†MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
‡ParseCon uses a grammar in the definite clause grammar (DCG) formalism of Prolog. DCGs were first developed by Pereira and Warren (1980) as a tool to be used in Prolog for natural-language processing.
There are four basic types of query, which are specializations of five intention types, recognized. For each type of query there are tests for characteristic ways that people might utter that query.

*MeanCon* consists of predicates which check queries for important information. There are predicates which check for mentioned (1) command names (e.g. “ls”, “more”), (2) command-effect specifications (e.g. “see a file”) and (3) concepts, or objects (e.g. “file”, “directory”). In case (2), there are specific types of information searched for: (1) *verb* specifying action (e.g. “see”, “remove”), (2) *object* of action (e.g. “file”), (3) modifier of object (e.g. “contents”) and (4) *location* of object (e.g. “screen”). MeanCon also checks for option verbs (e.g. “number”) and option verb objects (e.g. “lines”). MeanCon contains a dictionary of English words that define categories such as “person”, “modifier”, “article”, “quantifier” and “prepositions”.

*KnowCon* consists of a set of data files to represent knowledge about the domain language used for understanding English queries. Data files here contain information about English verbs which denote types of command or action. Examples of categories of action are: (1) creating, (2) screenlisting, (3) printerlisting, (4) sending, (5) transferring and (6) removing. KnowCon also contains grammar rules for operating system objects like “date”, “file” and “directory”. The grammar rules encode characteristic ways in which people talk about the objects in English.

*DataCon* consists of a set of data files defining detailed information about operating system commands. This information is stored for the UNIX and MS-DOS Operating Systems. The data for UNIX is split among seven files about commands: (1) preconditions, (2) effects, (3) syntax, (4) names, (5) precondition options, (6) effect options and (7)
name options. The first four files contain basic data about commands while the last three contain data for options. For MS-DOS, data is contained in just four files which are similar, in spirit, to the first four here.

SolveCon is a solver which constructs and matches representations of user queries (called Formal Queries) against the knowledge base, DataCon, and produces an instantiated Formal Query which serves as an answer for the query. SolveCon is the heart, or driver, of the OSCON program because it contains the information for mapping English sentences into instantiated formal queries. It contains a set of complex rules which call other OSCON modules to determine (1) query type, (2) intention type and (3) the instantiated Formal Query for that query. The determination of intention type is a two-stage process where natural-language queries are first mapped into query types, and then into intention types. SolveCon also checks for repetitions by comparing the propositional content, or topic, of the current intention against that of the previous.

GenCon is the natural-language generator for OSCON and maps instantiated information from SolveCon into English answers. Here, there are algorithms for printing out (1) preconditions, (2) effects (or postconditions) and (3) syntax of commands. Also, there are predicates for printing out examples of the use of commands and command compositions. The type of query asked by the user determines the information presented in English to the user.

DialCon is the dialogue modeller for OSCON which updates a matrix of intention pairs in the dialogue, called an intention matrix, by locating the relevant cell in the matrix which needs to be updated and increasing its count. DialCon indexes the cell in the matrix by pairing the current intention type with the previous.

UCon is the user-modelling component of OSCON. UCon derives a binary measure of user expertise, expert and novice. UCon applies a user-modelling function to the intention matrix to determine levels of user satisfaction and dissatisfaction. Initially, the user is assumed to be an expert. Subsequent changes in the levels of satisfaction and dissatisfaction will result in changes in the level of user expertise. Such information is used by GenCon to generate context-sensitive and user-sensitive natural-language responses. We will not discuss details of processing within components of the OSCON system. Such details can be found in McKevitt (1991a,b).

Now we can move on to discuss the experiment which tests the Intention-Computer Hypothesis. In order to commence any experimental analysis one must ask oneself what sort of data one will collect. The answer to this question is provided by answering the question: what do we wish to do with that data? It will be wise to look at a limited domain of natural language where the utterance types, and intention types, are more well-defined than in general natural language. The domain of natural language consultancy is used to conduct experiments. The experimental environment can be one where people type English questions to a computer program and where the program answers those questions in English again.

5. The experiment

The goals of the experiment were two-fold. First, to test whether the OSCON system can conduct intention analysis over a sample natural-language dialogue by the processes of intention and intention-sequence recognition and representation which can then be used
by OSCON to facilitate user modelling. In turn, the user-model is used to generate natural-language responses which are sensitive to the level of user expertise. The latter problem of user-modelling has received much attention in the field (see André, Cohen, Graf, Kass, Paris & Wahlster, 1992; Chin, 1988; Kobsa & Wahlster, 1988). Second, three versions of OSCON were tested over the same natural-language input dialogue. The sample natural-language dialogue was representative of a typical natural-language dialogue for UNIX natural-language consultancy.

First, the OSCON system was tested for its capability of intention-sequence analysis over a sample natural-language dialogue on UNIX help. (full analysis, experimental treatment). This version of OSCON was programmed to discriminate five types of intention: information, description, elaboration, explanation and repetition as well as nointentions. This intention set is sufficient for demonstrating the Intention-Computer Hypothesis.

Then, a test was conducted to show the performance of OSCON over the same input natural-language dialogue, when “handicapped”, i.e. with the capability of intention recognition but without any capability of intention-sequence analysis (no analysis, control treatment). This version of OSCON did not have the ability to detect elaborations or repetitions. This “handicapped” version of OSCON would only be able to discriminate three types of intention: information, description and explanation.

Finally, a third test was conducted to show the performance of OSCON over the same input natural-language dialogue, when “handicapped” differently, i.e. with complete capability of intention recognition but without the capability of intention-pair analysis (frequency-only analysis, second control treatment). Hence, this “handicapped” version of OSCON would only be able to determine intention frequencies. This condition serves the purpose of showing that determining absolute intention frequencies alone, rather than sequences of intention, will handicap OSCON’s ability to model the subtleties of intention change over time and in turn ability to build an accurate model of the user. Sample traces describing detailed results for the performance of OSCON on full analysis, no analysis and frequency-only analysis are shown in Appendix A.

It is argued that the natural-language consultancy dialogue on UNIX, for which the empirical comparison was conducted, is representative of a typical natural-language consultancy dialogue. It contains examples of many of the intention pairs discovered in the data collection experiments we have conducted (see Mc Kevitt & Ogden, 1989; Mc Kevitt, 1991b). All intention pairs appearing in the sample dialogue are marked by “X” in Figure 3. Looking at Figure 3 it is noted that the intention pairs existing in the sample dialogue act as a reasonable covering of the complete set of possible intention pairs. The data from our data collection had a large proportion of pairs with information intentions as sources and sinks. Many of the intention sequences in the sample dialogue exhibit similar intention pairs. The sample also contained queries about the topics of listing, displaying, removing and copying "files. Hence, we argue that any results from tests conducted over the sample dialogue will be representative of the natural-language consultancy domain for UNIX, and in turn, the UNIX dialogue will be representative of a typical natural-language dialogue.

It is possible to compare the behaviour of full analysis and no analysis to determine respective performances. One criterion for comparison is the correctness of intention-type discrimination. Full analysis discriminates all intention types for all 23 queries with
no errors. *No analysis* has nine intention discrimination errors in the 23 queries (error-rate = 39%). The gap between *full analysis* and *no analysis* is reflected even more when one looks at the differences in intention-sequence determination. *Full analysis* can recognize the sequences shown in Figure 3 while *no analysis* can only recognize the sequences in Figure 4. *Full analysis* determines all 22 intention-sequence for all 23 queries with no errors. *No analysis* has 18 intention-sequence discrimination errors out of a possible 22 (error-rate = 82%). This performance rate is obtained by finding the ratio of the differences in intention sequence totals between *full analysis* (7,2,4,2,5,2) and *no analysis* (14,3,0,3,0,2) over the total number of possible sequences:

\[
\frac{(14 - 7) + (3 - 2) + (4 - 0) + (3 - 2) + (5 - 0) + (2 - 2)}{22} \times 100
\]

\[
= \frac{18}{22} \times 100
\]

\[
= 81.8\%
\]

Note that *no analysis* is penalized for attributing intention pairs where they should not be attributed (nine times) and also for not attributing them where they should be attributed (nine times).

It is noted that the levels of *satisfaction* and *dissatisfaction*, which act as a measure of user expertise, are dynamically changing for *full analysis* but hardly change at all for *no analysis*. During most of the dialogue, *no analysis* responds with too little information because of its eagerness to ascribe satisfaction to the user and in fact the user is never recorded as dissatisfied. *Full analysis* continuously modifies the character of its natural-language responses to the user, whereas *no analysis never* changes the character of its natural-language responses. Out of 23 queries, the *no analysis* version of OSCON increases the wrong member of the set \{satisfaction, dissatisfaction\} five times out of a possible 23 (error-rate = 22%).
While comparing full analysis against frequency-only analysis, the latter performs just as well as full analysis in terms of intention discrimination. With respect to user-modelling, frequency-only analysis does not perform similar to full analysis. Out of 23 queries, the frequency-only analysis version of OSCON increases the wrong member of the set \{satisfaction, dissatisfaction\} eight times out of a possible 23 (error-rate = 35%).

It is noted that the levels of satisfaction and dissatisfaction, which act as a measure of user expertise, are dynamically changing for full analysis but hardly change at all for frequency-only analysis. During most of the dialogue, frequency-only analysis responds with too much information because of its eagerness to ascribe dissatisfaction to the user. Sequence-analysis continuously modifies the character of its natural-language responses to the user, whereas frequency-only analysis only changes once, at the start, the character of its natural-language responses. This phenomenon is caused by the fact that frequency-only analysis, because it is only conducting a simple frequency count, has lost the ability to determine when elaborations, explanations and repetitions are indicating satisfaction rather than dissatisfaction. These results are summarized in Table 2.

The results act as existence proof of the viability of our theory as the computational model, OSCON, can conduct intention analysis and additionally can use that analysis to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence analysis</th>
<th>Intention-discrimination errors (max. = 23)</th>
<th>Intention-sequence errors (max. = 22)</th>
<th>Satisfaction-rating errors (max. = 23)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full</td>
<td>(0%) 0</td>
<td>(0%) 0</td>
<td>(0%) 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>(39%) 9</td>
<td>(81%) 18</td>
<td>(22%) 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency-only</td>
<td>(0%) 0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>(35%) 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
model the dialogue and the user. The results show that full analysis performs much better than no analysis with respect to intention discrimination, intention-sequence analysis and user-modelling. Also, full analysis performs much better than frequency-only analysis with respect to user-modelling. Hence, the experiment gives positive evidence for the Intention-Computer Hypothesis. Note that these results are mean to be comparative in nature. There are no claims made about the proportion of intentions that will be discriminated by the computational model in an average natural-language UNIX consultancy dialogue. Also, there are no claims made here that the changes in system responses will actually increase the satisfaction of users. These types of analysis are beyond the scope of the work presented here.

6. Conclusion and future work

While many have proposed theories and models of the processing of intentions in dialogue, few of these have been incorporated within working systems and tested empirically. An experiment has been conducted to test what we call the Intention-Computer Hypothesis where the goals of the experiment were two-fold. First, we wanted to demonstrate that the OSCON system can conduct intention analysis over a natural-language dialogue by the processes of intention and intention-sequence recognition and representation, and, in turn, these processes can be used by OSCON to facilitate user-modelling. Second, we compared three versions of OSCON, over the same input natural-language dialogue, in order to demonstrate that OSCON could conduct intention analysis over a natural-language dialogue and that while not having that capability OSCON’s performance decreases. The results of the experiments show that full analysis of intentions performs much better than no analysis with respect to intention discrimination, intention-sequence analysis and user-modelling. Also, full analysis performs much better than no analysis with respect to user-modelling. The experiment provides positive evidence for the hypothesis.

The experiment does not only provide a means of testing the Intention-Computer Hypothesis but also provides evidence for a theory of intention analysis proposed in Mc Kevitt (1991b). The theory claims that natural-language dialogue can be modelled in part by the analysis of intention. A central principle of the theory is that the coherence of natural-language dialogue can be modelled in part by the analysis of intentions. The experiment conducted here shows that the theory is empirically valid with respect to real-world data.

One of the problems with experimentation is that it can be argued that experiments are so controlled that they are limited in what we can infer from them. In the case of the experiment conducted here, it could be argued that it is too constrained in the sense that the environment is not like a real environment of human-computer natural-language consultancy and in the sense that the interaction was conducted in a controlled way with specific tasks and a limited set of UNIX commands.† However, it is claimed here that by restraining the domain a better handle on intention types and sequences in natural-language consultancy dialogue can be obtained. Also, natural-language is such

†This is considered a problem with scientific experimentation in general. Neisser (1987) gives a discussion of the problem in Psychology.
a wide-ranging phenomena that, given current natural-language processing technology, the only experiments possible are those in restricted domains. The UNIX domain which seems restrictive in scope does have the merit of being a real-world domain.

A number of other empirical studies could be conducted with computational models, like OSCON. Studies could be conducted to determine whether it is the case that natural-language responses given by OSCON modify the behaviour of users to any important extent, i.e. do changes in responses modify the user’s questions, and hence intentions, and make it easier for the user to understand the dialogue? Such experiments would be conducted to determine how a system which returns answers with many degrees of specificity, affects user-behaviour. It has already been shown that the OSCON system, as a result of user-modelling, can modify its response depending on the intention sequences it receives. It could be determined how much this significantly improved the performance of subjects or their perception of the system. In addition, subjects could be presented with tasks representing different levels of difficulty within a domain to determine how their intention sequences change within that domain.

Experiments could be conducted to determine the discriminatory power of the computational model in recognizing intentions. Such experiments would determine what proportion of utterances in a dialogue the computational model can adequately map into correct intention types. Questions like the following could be answered: are there major problems with discriminating intention types in natural-language utterances?, what level of sub-typing of intentions is needed for a given domain in order for the computational model to be effective?

An interesting experiment would be to incorporate within OSCON the capability of detecting the rationality of incoming dialogues. Most of today’s natural-language programs do not have the capability of detecting the rationality of the users interacting with them. Computer programs, especially AI ones, should be able to detect irrational behaviour and to react to it. Otherwise, such computational models will leave themselves open to being considered irrational! We can see that there are a number of interesting avenues for future research.

The analysis of intention can be used to build better computer programs which can communicate with people through dialogue whether that dialogue be in natural language or otherwise. More computer programs and empirical studies are needed so that people will be nearer to communicating with computers in their own natural language rather than having to learn some abstract computer language. The hope is that, if they are communicating in the same language, computers will be better able to understand people’s intentions, and likewise, computers will be used more effectively by people.

We would like to thank David Benyon, Antony Galton, Thomas Green and two anonymous referees for comments on this research.
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Appendix A: Experimental details

The goals of this experiment were two-fold. First, to demonstrate that the OSCON system can conduct intention analysis over a sample natural-language dialogue by the processes of intention and intention-sequence recognition and representation which can then be used by OSCON to conduct user-modelling. In turn, the user-model is used to generate natural-language responses which are sensitive to the level of user expertise. Second, three versions of OSCON were tested over the same natural-language dialogue. The first version has the full capability of intention sequence analysis (full analysis, experimental treatment). The second version has no capability of sequence analysis (no analysis, control treatment). The third version has the capability of recognizing sequences with only single intentions (frequency-only, second control).

Sample runs of the OSCON system demonstrating full analysis, no analysis and frequency-only analysis are shown below. Comments are supplied in boxes following each salient stage of processing.

| ?- oscon.
OSCON Program 1.0 (Sun-4, SunOS Release 4.1)
Copyright (C) 1988, Computing Research Laboratory. All rights reserved.
Dept. 3CRL, Box 30001, NMSU, Las Cruces, NM (505) 646-5466, USA.
U S WEST Advances Technology

Please input your question ending with with a ‘?’
Write ‘quit.’ when you are finished
OSCON can answer queries for UNIX or MSDOS.
Type one of these to the prompt.
Do you want answers for UNIX or MSDOS?
The default is UNIX [unix]: unix

How can I help you?
→ what does ls do?

`ls <directoryname>` will display directory contents on the screen.

| information : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0 |
| description : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0 |
| elaboration : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0 |
| explanation : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0 |
| repetition : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0 |
| nointention : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0 |

OSCON displays the “intention matrix” and levels of “satisfaction” and “dissatisfaction”. Note that OSCON caters for five “real” types of intention, and nointentions. The “intention matrix” is a two-dimensional, $6 \times 6$ matrix. The “intention matrix” shows all intention-sequence counts to be 0 as only one intention has been entered into the program. Totals for each intention type are also shown. “Satisfaction” and “dissatisfaction” levels, computed from the matrix, using the user modelling function, are also 0.
how do i see my file?

`more <filename>` will display file contents on the screen.

This “intention matrix” shows a total intention sequence count of 1, and the intention count for the sequence “explanation → information” is set to 1. “Satisfaction” also totals to 1.

how does he see my file?

`more <filename>` will display file contents on the screen.

This “intention matrix” shows a total sequence count of 2. Now, a “information → repetition” sequence has occurred. Note that the syntax of this query does not have to be exactly the same as the previous query to denote a repetition. “Satisfaction” increases to 2.

how do they see my file?

`more` is a command.
It has the syntax `more <filename>`.
`more <filename>` will display file contents on the screen.
`more` only takes the argument ‘file’.

This “intention matrix” shows a total intention sequence count of 1.

This “intention matrix” shows a total sequence count of 2.
A “repetition → repetition” intention loop has occurred tilting the level of “dissatisfaction” higher than “satisfaction”. As a reaction, more information is returned to the user.

→ how do i see my files?

`more` is a command. It has the syntax `more <filename>`. `more <filename>` will display file contents on the screen. `more` only takes the argument `file`.

Another “repetition → repetition” intention loop occurs tilting the level of “dissatisfaction” even higher.

→ how do i remove a file?

`rm` is a command. It has the syntax `rm <filename>`. `rm <filename>` will remove a file from your current directory.

A “repetition → information” intention sequence occurs tilting the level of “satisfaction” up to 3.

→ how do i copy a file?

`cp <file1> <file2>` will copy a file to another directory.
A “information → information” intention loop occurs tilting the level of “satisfaction” back to equal the level of “dissatisfaction”.

→ how do I copy a file?

`cp file1 file2` will copy a file to another directory.

A “information → repetition” sequence occurs tilting the level of “satisfaction” higher than the level of “dissatisfaction”.

→ how do I copy a file?

`cp` is a command.
It has the syntax `cp file1 file2`.
`cp file1 file2` will copy a file to another directory.

A “repetition → repetition” loop occurs tilting the level of “dissatisfaction” higher than the level of “satisfaction”.

what does cf do?
I don’t understand. Please rephrase your query.

OSCON could not understand this query and hence, a “repetition → nointention” sequence occurs. Note that the levels of “satisfaction” and “dissatisfaction” do not change as “nointentions” are not counted by the user modelling function.

what does more do?

A “information” intention follows a “nointention”. Again, note that the “satisfaction” levels do not change as a “nointention” is involved.

how do i see a file?

A “information” intention follows a “nointention”. Again, note that the “satisfaction” levels do not change as a “nointention” is involved.
A “information → elaboration” sequence occurs as the user has asked for an elaboration of a information. Note that the latter intention was not counted as an “explanation” as it was elaborating a previous intention.

→ how do i copy a file?

`cp <file1> <file2>` will copy a file to another directory.

A “information → explanation” sequence occurs. Note that this query is an exact copy of the last but 1; yet, because of a different context, it has now been counted as an “explanation” rather than as an “elaboration”.

→ what does more do?

`more <filename>` will display file contents on the screen.

A “information → elaboration” sequence occurs as the user has asked for an elaboration of a information. Note that the latter intention was not counted as an “explanation” as it was elaborating a previous intention.

→ how do i move a file?

`cp <file1> <file2>` will copy a file to another directory.
what is the syntax of more?

It has the syntax `more <filename>`.

how do i see a file?

`more <filename>` will display file contents on the screen.

how do i remove a file?

`rm <filename>` will remove a file from your current directory.

what is more?

`more` is a command.
An “information → description” sequence occurs.

→ how do i see a file?

‘more (filename)’ will display file contents on the screen.

information : 1 0 2 2 1 1 = 7
description : 1 0 0 0 0 0 = 1
elaboration : 1 1 0 1 0 0 = 3 Satisfaction = 15
explanation : 2 0 0 0 0 0 = 2 Dissatisfaction = 11
repetition : 2 0 0 0 3 0 = 5
nointention : 0 0 0 0 1 0 = 1

=== 19

A “description → elaboration” sequence occurs. Note that the latter intention, because of its context, is counted as an “elaboration” rather than the usual “information”.

→ what is more?

‘more’ is a command.

information : 1 0 2 2 1 1 = 7
description : 1 0 0 0 0 0 = 1
elaboration : 1 1 1 1 0 0 = 4 Satisfaction = 15
explanation : 2 0 0 0 0 0 = 2 Dissatisfaction = 14
repetition : 2 0 0 0 3 0 = 5
nointention : 0 0 0 0 1 0 = 1

=== 20

This time “what is more?” is counted as an “elaboration” intention rather than a “description” intention. Hence, an “elaboration → elaboration” intention loop occurs. Again, the difference in context affects how the exact same utterance is interpreted. This caused “dissatisfaction” to increase, whereas a “description” would have caused “satisfaction” to increase.

→ what is ada?

Ada is developed on behalf of the US Department of Defense for use in embedded systems. Ada is the first practical language to bring together important features such as data abstraction, multitasking, exception handling, encapsulation and generic.
An “elaboration → description” intention sequence has occurred.

→ how do i eat a file?
I don’t understand. Please rephrase your query.

→ quit.
over
yes

The OSCON program is exited.

In order to provide a control treatment (no analysis) to demonstrate the advantage of intention-sequence analysis we can “handicap” the OSCON program so that it does not have the capability of sequence analysis.

The ability of the OSCON program to recognise intention sequences and repetitions is removed.

| ?-reset.
yes

The “reset” predicate resets the “intention matrix” to contain all 0’s. Hence, processing begins with all intention counts set to 0.
OSCON program 1.0 (Sun-4, SunOS Release 4.1)
Copyright (C) 1988, Computing Research Laboratory. All rights reserved.
Dept. 3CRL, Box 30001, NMSU, Las Cruces, NM (505) 646-5466, USA.

Please input your question ending with with a ‘?’
Write ‘quit.’ when you are finished
OSCON can answer queries for UNIX or MSDOS.
Type one of these to the prompt.
Do you want answers for UNIX or MSDOS?
The default is UNIX [unix]: unix

How can I help you?

→ what does ls do?

’ls (directoryname)’ will display directory contents on the screen.

information : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0
description : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0
elaboration : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0  Satisfaction = 0
explanation : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0  Dissatisfaction = 0
repetition : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0
nointention : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0

== 0

As before, the “intention matrix” shows all intention sequence counts to be 0 as only one intention has been entered into the program. “Satisfaction” and “dissatisfaction” levels, calculated from the matrix, are also 0.

→ how do i see my file?

‘more (filename)’ will display file contents on the screen.

information : 0 0 0 1 0 0 = 1
description : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0
elaboration : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0  Satisfaction = 1
explanation : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0  Dissatisfaction = 0
repetition : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0
nointention : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0

== 1

As before, the “intention matrix” shows a total intention sequence count of 1 and the intention count for “explanation → information” is set to 1. “Satisfaction” also totals to 1.
→ how does he see my file?

`more (filename)` will display file contents on the screen.

information : 1 0 0 1 0 0 = 2
description : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0
elaboration : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0  Satisfaction = 4
explanation : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0  Dissatisfaction = 0
repetition : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0
nointention : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0

== 2

As before the intention matrix shows a total sequence count of 2. Unlike before, a “information → information” loop has occurred. This results in the “satisfaction” count being increased to 4. Before, a “information → repetition” sequence was detected and a satisfaction of 2 was computed. The OSCON program has lost its ability to detect repetitions of intention and hence the ability to correctly determine the level of user satisfaction. In fact, this constitutes a contradiction, as OSCON should not increase satisfaction when a repetition of an intention has occurred!

→ how do they see my file?

`more (filename)` will display file contents on the screen.

information : 2 0 0 1 0 0 = 3
description : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0
elaboration : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0  Satisfaction = 7
explanation : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0  Dissatisfaction = 0
repetition : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0
nointention : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0

== 3

Again, OSCON has failed to detect another “repetition” and has increased the level of satisfaction.

→ how do i see my files?

`more (filename)` will display file contents on the screen.

information : 3 0 0 1 0 0 = 4
description : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0
elaboration : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0  Satisfaction = 10
explanation : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0  Dissatisfaction = 0
repetition : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0
nointention : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0

== 4
how do i remove a file?

`rm <filename>` will remove a file from your current directory.

how do i copy a file?

`cp <file1> <file2>` will copy a file to another directory.

how do i copy a file?

`cp <file1> <file2>` will copy a file to another directory.

how do i copy a file?

`cp <file1> <file2>` will copy a file to another directory.
what does cf do?

I don’t understand. Please rephrase your query.

how do i see a file?

'more <filename>' will display file contents on the screen.

how do i copy a file?

'cp <file1> <file2>' will copy a file to another directory.
what does more do?

'more <filename>' will display file contents on the screen.

how do i move a file?

'cp <file1> <file2>' will copy a file to another directory.

what is the syntax of more?

It has the syntax 'more <filename>'

how do i see a file?

'more <filename>' will display file contents on the screen.
Again, OSCON believes the latter intention to be a “information” whereas it should be an elaboration of the previous intention: “explanation → elaboration”.

→ how do i remove a file?

`rm <filename>` will remove a file from your current directory.

→ what is more?

`more` is a command.

→ how do i see a file?

`more <filename>` will display file contents on the screen.
OSCON believes the latter intention to be a “information” whereas it should be an “elaboration” of the previous intention: “description → elaboration”.

→ what is more?

‘more’ is a command.

Again, OSCON believes the latter intention to be a “description” whereas it should be an elaboration of the previous intention: elaboration → elaboration.

→ what is ada?

Ada is developed on behalf of the US Department of Defense for use in embedded systems. Ada is the first practical language to bring together important features such as data abstraction, multitasking, exception handling, encapsulation and generic.

→ how do i eat a file?

I don’t understand. Please rephrase your query.
In order to provide another control treatment (frequency-only) to demonstrate the advantage of intention-pair sequence analysis over single-intention sequence analysis we can “handicap” the OSCON program so that it only has the capability of single-intention sequence analysis.

The user-modelling function is changed so that it compares intention frequency counts, or single-intention sequences, rather than intention-pair sequences.

The ability of the OSCON program to represent intention-pair sequences is removed. Hence, OSCON can only represent intention frequencies, or single-intention sequences. Hence, the intention matrix for OSCON will only display absolute intention frequency counts.

The “reset” predicate resets the “intention matrix” to contain all 0’s. Hence, processing begins with all intention counts set to 0.
How can I help you?

→ what does `ls` do?

`ls` is a command.
It has the syntax `ls <directoryname>`.
`ls <directoryname>` will display directory contents on the screen.

```
ls directoryname
```

This time the numbers in the first column only represent intention frequencies. 
Unlike before, where intention-pair sequences were represented, now the intention 
matrix shows a count of 1 for an explanation intention. “Dissatisfaction” is already 
increased to 1. However, OSCON has reacted too quickly as there is no real 
evidence as yet to believe that the user is unsatisfied. In sequence analysis no 
satisfaction measure was determined. The total set of intentions is also 1 as now 
OSCON is counting intentions rather than intention sequences.

→ how do i see my file?

`more <filename>` will display file contents on the screen.

```
more filename
```

OSCON recognises an information intention and the satisfaction count is set to 1.

→ how does he see my file?

`more` is a command.
It has the syntax `more <filename>`.
`more <filename>` will display file contents on the screen. 
`more` only takes the argument `file`.
The intention matrix shows a total frequency count of 3. The dissatisfaction count has been set to 2, whereas in the first sample run the satisfaction count was increased. Unlike in the first sample run OSCON’s user model has lost its ability to detect satisfaction and dissatisfaction repetitions. It must now assume that all repetitions are an indication of dissatisfaction. However, in the first sample run OSCON was able to detect that the repetition was part of a direction → repetition pair, and hence that the satisfaction count should be increased. Now, OSCON has responded with more information when it didn’t need to!

→ how do they see my file?

’more’ is a command. It has the syntax ‘more <filename>’. ‘more <filename>’ will display file contents on the screen. ‘more’ only takes the argument ‘file’.

OSCON’s user model has increased the dissatisfaction count. This time OSCON is correct as a repetition has been repeated.

→ how do i see my files?

’more’ is a command. It has the syntax ‘more <filename>’. ‘more <filename>’ will display file contents on the screen. ‘more’ only takes the argument ‘file’.
OSCON increases the dissatisfaction measure once again as another repetition has occurred.

→ how do I remove a file?

‘rm’ is a command.
It has the syntax ‘rm <filename>’.
‘rm <filename>’ will remove a file from your current directory.

As an information intention has occurred OSCON increases the satisfaction level.

→ how do I copy a file?

‘cp’ is a command.
It has the syntax ‘cp <file1> <file2>’.
‘cp <file1> <file2>’ will copy a file to another directory.

As another information intention has occurred OSCON has increased the level of satisfaction again.
how do i copy a file?

`cp' is a command. It has the syntax `cp <file1> <file2>'.
`cp <file1> <file2>' will copy a file to another directory.

Now another repetition has occurred and OSCON has increased the level of dissatisfaction. However, there is no justification for this and OSCON has done so because it could not determine the fact that the previous intention was one of satisfaction.

what does cf do?

I don’t understand. Please rephrase your query.
There is no change in satisfaction or dissatisfaction.

→ how do i see a file?

'more' is a command.
It has the syntax 'more <filename>'.
'more <filename>' will display file contents on the screen.
'more' only takes the argument 'file'.

information : 4 0 0 0 0 0 = 4
description : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0
elaboration : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0  Satisfaction = 4
explanation : 1 0 0 0 0 0 = 1  Dissatisfaction = 6
repetition : 5 0 0 0 0 0 = 5
no intention : 1 0 0 0 0 0 = 1
                    == 11

→ what does more do?

'more' is a command.
It has the syntax 'more <filename>'.
'more <filename>' will display file contents on the screen.
'more' only takes the argument 'file'.

information : 4 0 0 0 0 0 = 4
description : 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0
elaboration : 1 0 0 0 0 0 = 1  Satisfaction = 4
explanation : 1 0 0 0 0 0 = 1  Dissatisfaction = 7
repetition : 5 0 0 0 0 0 = 5
no intention : 1 0 0 0 0 0 = 1
                    == 12

OSCON has detected an elaboration intention. However, OSCON has increased the level of dissatisfaction where it should have increased the satisfaction level. OSCON has lost its ability to detect that an elaboration of an information request is not an indication of dissatisfaction. OSCON cannot distinguish between satisfaction and dissatisfaction elaborations indicating satisfaction and dissatisfaction.

→ how do i copy a file?

'cp' is a command.
It has the syntax 'cp <file1> <file2>'.
'cp <file1> <file2>' will copy a file to another directory.
what does more do?

'more' is a command. It has the syntax 'more <filename>,'
'more <filename>' will display file contents on the screen.
'more' only takes the argument 'file'.

OSCON has detected an explanation intention and dissatisfaction has been increased. However, OSCON should not have reacted so quickly as the explanation only followed an information intention. However, OSCON has lost its ability to see which intention came before the information intention.

how do i move a file?

'cp' is a command. It has the syntax 'cp <file1> <file2>'
'cp <file1> <file2>' will copy a file to another directory.
how do i see a file?

'more' is a command.
It has the syntax 'more <filename>'.
'more <filename>' will display file contents on the screen.
'more' only takes the argument 'file'.

how do i remove a file?

'rm' is a command.
It has the syntax 'rm <filename>'.
'rm <filename>' will remove a file from your current directory.

what is more?

'more' is a command.
It has the syntax 'more <filename>'.
'more <filename>' will display file contents on the screen.
'more' only takes the argument 'file'.

→ how do i see a file?

`more` is a command.
It has the syntax `more <filename>`.
`more <filename>` will display file contents on the screen.
`more` only takes the argument `file`.

```
information : 7 0 0 0 0 0 = 7
description : 1 0 0 0 0 0 = 1
elaboration : 3 0 0 0 0 0 = 3  Satisfaction = 8
explanation : 3 0 0 0 0 0 = 3  Dissatisfaction = 11
repetition : 5 0 0 0 0 0 = 5
nointention : 1 0 0 0 0 0 = 1

== 20
```

→ what is more?

`more` is a command.
It has the syntax `more <filename>`.
`more <filename>` will display file contents on the screen.
`more` only takes the argument `file`.

```
information : 7 0 0 0 0 0 = 7
description : 1 0 0 0 0 0 = 1
elaboration : 4 0 0 0 0 0 = 4  Satisfaction = 8
explanation : 3 0 0 0 0 0 = 3  Dissatisfaction = 12
repetition : 5 0 0 0 0 0 = 5
nointention : 1 0 0 0 0 0 = 1

== 21
```

**OSCON recognizes on elaboration intention. However, OSCON has increased the dissatisfaction measure, whereas it should have increased the satisfaction measure. OSCON has lost its ability to determine when elaborations are ones of dissatisfaction rather than dissatisfaction.**

→ what is ada?

Ada is developed on behalf of the US Department of Defense for use in embedded systems. Ada is the first practical language to bring together important features such as data abstraction, multitasking, exception handling, encapsulation and generic.

```
information : 7 0 0 0 0 0 = 7
description : 2 0 0 0 0 0 = 2
elaboration : 4 0 0 0 0 0 = 4  Satisfaction = 9
explanation : 3 0 0 0 0 0 = 3  Dissatisfaction = 12
repetition : 5 0 0 0 0 0 = 5
nointention : 1 0 0 0 0 0 = 1

== 22
```
→ how do i eat a file?

I don’t understand. Please rephrase your query.

| information | 7 0 0 0 0 0 = 7 |
| description | 2 0 0 0 0 0 = 2 |
| elaboration | 4 0 0 0 0 0 = 4 Satisfaction = 9 |
| explanation  | 3 0 0 0 0 0 = 3 Dissatisfaction = 12 |
| repetition   | 5 0 0 0 0 0 = 5 |
| nointention  | 2 0 0 0 0 0 = 2 |

== 23

→ quit.
over
yes

The OSCON program is exited. Now, note that the OSCON program has responded with full information responses for the complete dialogue except for the second utterance because of its over eagerness to attribute dissatisfaction to the user. Such eagerness arises because of OSCON’s inability to detect when elaborations, explanations, and repetitions are indicating satisfaction rather than dissatisfaction.